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is entirely evidentiary support. This organizational style can make for a
repetitive read amid seemingly endless examples (and quotes). Zimring’s
use of the term “northerner” is also problematic, given the socioeconomic
diversity of the free states. He does not consider, for example, free-state
residents who were culturally “southern,” such as southern emigrant communities in southern Indiana and Illinois. Someone raised in southern
Illinois who moved south, for instance, would have had a much different
experience from someone who emigrated from Massachusetts, although
both qualify as “northerners.” In addition, Zimring’s implied characterization of the South as a welcoming, hospitable land of opportunities seems
overstated. Letters and memoirs from northerners who loved the South,
embraced slavery, and fought for the rebellion present a rather rosy view
of the slave states, a view that has been discredited by contemporaries and
historians alike. Finally, Zimring’s final point about sectional identity after
Reconstruction remains unconvincing. “Northern Confederates,” he asserts
in chapter 10, “represented the last generation of native northerners in the
nineteenth century with the ability to assimilate completely into southern
society and avoid the negative imagery associated with their native section”
(275–76). Such a claim may warrant its own book treatment.
There is much to like in To Live and Die in Dixie, and scholars of all
aspects of Civil War America will find it useful. This monograph fills an
important historiographical gap and adds to the renewed debate about
Confederate nationalism. Yet even as this book raises big questions, in the
end it is about 303 individuals and their individual choices.
Michael Todd Landis
michael todd landis, assistant professor of history at Tarleton State
University, is the author of Northern Men with Southern Loyalties: The Democratic
Party and the Sectional Crisis (Cornell University Press, 2014).

Empty Sleeves: Amputation in the Civil War South. By Brian Craig
Miller. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015. Pp. 257. Cloth,
$79.95; paper, $29.95.)
“It was all over but the empty sleeves and wooden legs,” wrote a Civil
War veteran from Georgia about the end of the war (117). As Brian Craig
Miller argues in this deeply researched and briskly written book, however,
the Confederate surrender was more of a beginning than an ending for the
men who had lost an arm or a leg fighting for the Confederacy.
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The accepted number of men in both the Union and Confederate armies
who survived amputations is sixty thousand, although Miller argues that the
absence of records makes it impossible to say with any certainty how many
Confederates actually experienced the trauma he describes in this account
of the archetypal sacrifices of soldiers during the Civil War. Moreover, the
importance of Confederate amputees transcends their actual numbers, as
Miller uses the process of amputation to explore several facets of the war
and its aftermath in the South, including notions of masculinity, the practice of medicine in the Confederate army, gender relations, post-traumatic
stress, as well as postwar commemoration of and government programs
for veterans.
The five chapters address, in roughly chronological order, the key elements of what could be called the “amputation experience.” Chapter 1
includes blood-drenched descriptions of amputations on and off the battlefield. But Miller’s most important contribution is to note that Confederate
surgeons became more conservative and more effective in their approach
to amputations as the war went on. Chapter 2 frames amputation as a test
of manhood; although many of Miller’s examples seem familiar—in fact,
many are familiar, in that the author draws on the experiences of several
well-known amputees—his application of the idea of agency to soldiers’
acceptance of or resistance to amputation raises such choices beyond
simple courage or stubbornness. Instead, they reveal a more substantial
reflection on self-image in a society shaped by others’ perceptions of one’s
physical capacities. Chapter 3 addresses women’s responses on several
levels, from disgust and courage when called upon to nurse injured men
to concern and admiration, and from worrying over family finances to
embracing the greater responsibilities that fell on their shoulders.
Chapter 4 shows, in a particularly sensitive way, the many situations
in which amputees were forced to adjust to dependence and disability in
their new lives. A surprising number—enough so that the one-armed or
one-legged politician became something of a stereotype—used their injuries as an equivalent to the Radical Republican “bloody shirt” to campaign
successfully for state offices and Congress. Finally, chapter 5 chronicles
the excruciatingly slow adoption of programs to aid amputees in the hardpressed former Confederate states. Along the way Miller corrects the frequently cited but exaggerated notion that Mississippi and other states
devoted huge chunks of their budgets to buying prosthetic limbs and
reveals surprising levels of resistance to spending public money—especially for pensions—on Confederate veterans. Appendices sampling the
number of amputees and pension “ratings” for various disabilities in several states offer a practical ending.
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Each of Miller’s chapters adds to our knowledge of this awful, fascinating subject. The book does have limitations, however. The heartfelt epilogue, which tries to place the amputees produced by the United States’
recent wars in a larger context, misfires. While earnest, it does not add to
our understanding of Civil War amputees. More important, because it is
necessarily based on a small sample of men and women, the evidence is
unavoidably anecdotal. Miller is a little light in his discussion on masculinity, although his commonsense arguments about the way amputation
affected men’s self-images and their relationships with women are certainly plausible. In addition, the case is not made clearly enough as to why
amputation was different enough from all the other ways that the war disabled soldiers—disease, psychological trauma, other wounds that required
treatment for the rest of the victims’ lives—to justify a separate book. All of
the men carrying visible or invisible scars of their service were on the same
spectrum of pain, psychological distress, and postwar dislocation. For that
matter, focusing on Confederate soldiers alone does not add much to our
understanding of the issue, at least as it is organized here; of course, the
defeat of the Confederacy and the ideological and economic limits to what
exactly a government might do for injured survivors did shape the postwar
lives of those Confederate amputees, although that subject only features in
a couple of chapters.
Still, using amputation as a lens to examine somewhat familiar accounts
of the damage done by war, and of the ways that southerners responded to
the men who would never be whole again, sharpens this short book and
helps readers—who could very productively include students in Civil War
and military history courses—understand how actual people experienced
the sharp end of war.
James Marten
james marten, professor and chair of the History Department at Marquette
University, is the author of Sing Not War: The Lives of Union and Confederate
Veterans in Gilded Age America (University of North Carolina Press, 2011).

The Civilian War: Confederate Women and Union Soldiers during
Sherman’s March. By Lisa Tendrich Frank. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 2015. Pp. 256. Cloth, $42.50.)
In The Civilian War: Confederate Women and Union Soldiers during
Sherman’s March, Lisa Tendrich Frank offers a detailed analysis of General
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